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Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a condition that results in 

significant mortality and morbidity. Treatment of SCI 

utilizing stem cell transplantation represents a promising 

therapy. However, current conventional treatments are 

limited by inefficient delivery strategies of cells into the 

injured tissue. In this study, we designed a magnetic system 

and used it to accumulate stem cells labelled with 

superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION) at a 

specific site of a SCI lesion. The loading of stem cells with 

engineered SPIONs that guarantees sufficient attractive 

magnetic forces was achieved. Further, the magnetic system 

allowed rapid guidance of the SPION-labelled cells precisely 

to the lesion location. Histological analysis of cell distribution 

throughout the cerebrospinal channel showed a good 

correlation with the calculated distribution of magnetic forces 

exerted onto the transplanted cells. The results suggest that 

focused targeting and fast delivery of stem cells can be 

achieved using the proposed non-invasive magnetic system. 

With future implementation the proposed targeting and 

delivery strategy bears advantages for the treatment of 

disease requiring fast stem cell transplantation. 

Spinal cord injury (SCI) represents a devastating condition that leads 
to a dramatic disability, loss of voluntary movement, tactile 
sensibility, and is accompanied by chronic pain and spasticity.1, 2 
Currently there is no available restorative therapy for SCI, only 
prevention is identified as the best medicine.2, 3 The transplantation 
of stem cells, particularly mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), holds 
considerable potential as effective SCI therapies.2-4 Despite the 
noticed therapeutic benefits, stem cell transplantation, in general, has 
a number of serious limitations related to the low efficiency of 
delivery, retention and engraftment of cells.5, 6 To achieve a 
significant therapeutic benefit, minimally invasive but highly 

effective delivery strategies are a crucial aspect of cell 
transplantation. Interestingly, intrathecal injection of stem cells has 
considerable advantages (higher efficacy of delivery, better retention 
and survival of stem cells) over intravenous injection as a means of 
cell transplantation.7-9 Moreover, it has been demonstrated that 
repetitive, but not single intrathecal administration of MSCs 
contributes to their migration into the central lesion and aids 
functional recovery after SCI in rats.10 Effective cell targeting is 
therefore highly desirable in order to promote the homing of 
transplanted cells to the site of injury. In this regard, the use of 
magnetic nanomaterials represents novel effective treatment, 
particularly in SCI.11 Several research lines have demonstrated the 
efficient loading of stem cells with superparamagnetic iron oxide 
nanoparticles (SPIONs) and have shown that magnetically guided 
cell delivery is able to boost cell retention, engraftment as well as the 
functional benefit of the cell therapy.12-14 Indeed, magnetic forces 
have already been successfully used in directing SPION-labelled 
cells to a vascular graft15, intra-arterial stents16, the femoral artery17, 
bone18, cartilage19, and the retina.20 However, in the case of SCI, 
studies on magnetically guided cell delivery have not been 
thoroughly performed. In fact, only two research groups have shown 
the therapeutic potential of the magnetic delivery of SPION-labelled 
cells to the SCI lesion site.21-23 A common disadvantage of all the 
previous strategies of cell delivery that utilize magnetic systems16, 17, 

24, 25 is their inappropriate focusing ability. Indeed, magnetic cell 
capturing takes place in the vicinity of a magnetic pole where the 
magnetic field gradient is at its maximal value. Since a magnet 
cannot be placed directly into the lesion site, the focusing ability of 
such systems is rather limited and not convenient for efficient stem 
cell transplantation.  

Here we propose a new magnetic system consisting of two 
cylindrical NdFeB magnets (1 cm diameter and 5 cm height, out-of-
plane remanent magnetization values 1.2 T) placed on a ring-shaped 
holder with the alike poles facing toward each other. A specific 
feature of the proposed magnetic system is the existence of a 
focusing zone – trapping area – where both the horizontal and 
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vertical magnetic force components (X- and Z- components) are 
almost zero (Fig. 1 and 2). This focusing zone is located just 
between the two maxima of the planar components (parallel to the X-
Z-axis) of the magnetic gradient force (Fig. 2A, B and C). Thus, the 
magnetically labelled cells have to be focused namely in this 
trapping area. The existence of the trapping area (with zero magnetic 
forces) is determined by two reasons: i) the maximums of the planar 
and vertical components of the magnetic field (MF) gradient must 
reach close to the magnets’ edges; ii) in the mirror symmetry plane 
of the system the planar and vertical components of the MF 
gradients have opposite directions and compensate for each other. 
Figure 2 shows the magnetic force distributions in the X-Z-plane 
between two magnets with opposing magnetisations that were 
calculated analytically using the explicit expressions for the 
magnetic stray fields produced by a uniformly magnetized magnet.25 
The area outlined by the ellipse represents the focusing zone for the 
given configuration of the magnetic poles and their geometry. In this 
study we exploit this magnetic system to enhance the efficacy of 
stem cell delivery using rat models of SCI. The experiments were 
carried out in following groups of animals: SPION-labelled MSCs 
exposed to MF, non-labelled MSCs exposed to MF and SPION-
labelled MSCs without exposure to MF. One week after the 
induction of the lesion, 5 x 105 cells were injected intrathecally at the 
L5-L6 level, at a distance of 10 cm from the lesion site (Fig. 1A and 
B). Subsequently, the above-described external magnetic system was 
placed around the rat, under the top of the vertebral column above 
the lesion site at Th10, for two hours to improve cell retention and 
attachment (Fig. 1A and B). For MSCs labelling the poly-L-lysine-
coated SPIONs were chosen as non-toxic and non-inducing 
pathophysiological effects nanoparticles as described in our 
previously performed biocompatibility screening.26-28 

First, we tested whether the MSCs labelled with SPIONs (Fig. 
2D) can be efficiently attracted by a magnet in vitro (Fig. 3A). 
Second, in vivo experiments (which scheme is depicted in Fig.1) 
showed dramatic increase of SPION-labelled cell retention at the 
lesion site (Fig. 3B and 4B, C). On the other hand, cells without 
SIPONs SPIONs and cells loaded with SPIONs but with no magnets 
exhibited practically homogenous distribution through the spinal 
cord channel (Fig.3B). The latter implies that molecular cues 
generated by the lesion site are not able to assist the cell retention. 
This means that the lesion itself, which releases various 
chemoattractans, is not able to retain the transplanted cells and 
therefore enhance their homing to the damaged tissue area. It is 
worth noting that the cell distribution in the vicinity of the lesion site 
(Fig. 3B) was quantitatively consistent with the calculated magnetic 
gradient force distribution (Fig. 2B and C): SPION-labelled cells 
accumulated maximally in the trapping area of the magnetic system 
(Fig. 3B and 4A). Moreover, the number of SPION-labelled cells in 
the centre of the lesion was significantly higher when compared to 
the control groups (Fig. 3). Furthermore, very few cells were 
detected in the cranial direction from the magnetic gradient force 
(Fig. 3B and 4A), which verifies the capture of the SPION-labelled 
cells within the MF. In contrast, non-labelled cells used with MF and 
SPION-labelled cells without MF revealed a homogeneous 
distribution without any apparent effect of the MF on cell 
accumulation at SCI lesion site (Fig. 3B). Aside from this, the use of 
the magnetic system resulted in a significant increase in SPION-
labelled cell accumulation directly in the lesion site in comparison to 
no MF application (Fig. 4B and C). The ratio (E) between the 
number of cells captured in the lesion site and the total number of 
cells in the operating range of the spinal cord may serve as a 
convenient measure of the efficiency of cell delivery. From Fig. 3B 
the ratio E was calculated for three studied animal groups: E = 45 % 
for the SPION-labelled MSCs exposed to MF; E = 14 % for the non-

labelled MSCs exposed to MF and E = 13 % for the SPION-labelled 
MSCs without exposure to MF. Thus, there is an obvious advantage 
of the proposed magnetic delivery strategy resulting in a 3-fold 
increase of the ratio E. Furthermore, migration of stem cells from the 
cerebrospinal fluid into tissue has been associated with a better 
prognosis of SCI treatment.29 Interestingly, the application of MF for 
2 h resulted in stem cell infiltration into the tissue (Fig. 4B and C). 
Finally, the designed magnetic system targeted SPION-labelled cells 
to the trapping area (Fig. 4D), as revealed by superimposing the 
immunofluorescence images with the calculated normalized 
magnetic force distribution (Fig. 4D). However, after stem cell 
delivery to the lesion site, an adverse reaction occurred. 
Microglia/macrophages attacked the SPION-labelled stem cells (Fig. 
4E). Thus, the long-term effects of transplanted SPION-labelled 
stem cells should be investigated in more detail in future studies. 
Consequently, because of the obvious advantages of the stem cell-
based SCI therapy, we should look further for a pharmacological (or 
any other) strategy to counteract the impact of SPION-derived 
adverse effects in vivo. In future studies, the efficacy of such a 
magnetic targeting strategy and the possibilities of reaching 
therapeutic concentrations should be assessed together with the 
physiological and biological factors that decrease the number of 
captured living cells at the lesion site. 

 

Conclusions 

A minimally invasive magnetic targeting strategy enabling fast 
cell retention after intrathecal transplantation was designed and 
tested in vivo. Its main advantage is the ability to reach a 
significantly higher concentration of SPION-labelled stem cells 
into the vicinity of a lesion site. We succeeded in efficiently 
delivering stem cells to lesions within the animal anaesthesia 
time period, 2 hours. In our experiments, in contrast to the 
control non-magnetic groups, the SPION-labelled cells were 
able to migrate from the trapping area to the lesion site (Fig. 
4C). It is worth noting that the efficacy of stem cell 
transplantation to the lesion site is low and variable,30 with 
typical delivery time to SCI varying from 12 to 24 h.22, 31, 32 
Therefore, the application of our magnetic system for targeted 
stem cell delivery into SCI lesions demonstrates the potential 
benefits of fast and efficient cell delivery. The proposed 
strategy can be used for stem cell-based treatments of not only 
traumatic SCIs, but also for non-traumatic SCI or 
neurodegenerative diseases.33, 34 The fate and regenerative 
capacity of magnetically labelled MSCs after their forced 
accumulation near the lesion would be a challenging direction 
for further study. 
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Figure legends 

Fig. 1 Magnetic system for MSC targeting into SCI. (A) In vivo 

application of the non-invasive magnetic system for MSC targeting 

into SCI of a rat. (B) Schematic representation of the magnetic 

targeting strategy. 

 

Fig. 2 Spatial distribution of the magnetic gradient forces between 

the magnets of the designed magnetic system. (A) Calculated vector 

field plot of the magnetic gradient force (X-Z-plane - the vertical 

cross-section of the spinal cord). The insert represents an enlarged 

region of the trapping area (zero-force zone). The arrows show the 

directions of the magnetic gradient forces (fm∝∇B
2) applied to a cell 

(where B is the magnetic induction). (B) Modulus of magnetic 

gradient force, BB
rrr

)( ∇ , normalized to (µ0Mr)
2r-1, as a function of 

the X- coordinate which is along the cerebrospinal channel (Mr 

represents the remanent magnetization and µ0Mr=1.2 T for the used 

magnets, magnet radius r=0.5 cm). In (A) and (B) the focusing area 

is shown by the green ellipses. (C) 3D plot of the normalized 

magnetic gradient force (X-Z-plane). 

 

Fig. 3 Distributions of SPION- labelled cells and non-labelled cells 

with and without the magnetic field. (A) Attraction of SPION- 

labelled cells to a cylindrical magnet in vitro. MSCs were labelled 

with SPIONs at a concentration of 15.4 µg mL-1 and exposed to an 

external magnetic field for 48 h. Cells were stained for intracellular 

iron using Prussian blue. Scale bar: 100 µm. (B) Numbers of the 

captured SPION-labelled cells and non-labelled cells in the rat 

model as a function of the distance from the lesion site of the SCI. 

After the induction of the lesion, SPION- labelled MSCs were 

injected intrathecally at the L5-L6 level, at a distance of 10 cm from 

the lesion site. Thereafter, animals were subjected to the magnetic 

system exposure for 2 h in longitudinal spinal cord segments. The 

dotted curves represent the respective magnetic gradient force 

distribution taken from Fig. 2B. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM, 

*P < 0.05. 

 

Fig. 4 Longitudinal spinal cord sections of the targeted SPIONs-

labelled MSCs. (A) Spinal cord sections of SPION-labelled MSCs 

captured in the trapping area of the magnetic system. Scale bar – 1 

mm. (B) Longitudinal sections of the lesion site showing MSC 

distribution within the lesion with or without exposure to the 

magnetic field. The arrows show clusters of delivered SPION-

labelled MSCs to the lesion site on the surface of the spinal cord 

(Region 1) and SPION labelled MSCs that migrated in the deeper 

area of the lesion (Region 2). Scale bar – 500 µm. (C) Higher 

magnification of regions 1 and 2 of Fig. 4B. Upon application of the 

magnetic field system, one can clearly see clusters of delivered 

SPION-labelled MSCs within the lesion site on the surface of the 

spinal cord (Region 1) and in the deeper area of the lesion (Region 

2). Scale bar – 100 µm. (D) Overlay vector field of the calculated 

magnetic gradient force (X-Z-plane) with a cluster of accumulated 

cells. The binary image was generated from the respective 

fluorescent picture using ImageJ software (NIH). A representative 

enlarged region of the magnetic gradient force distribution (Fig. 2A) 

was calculated in accordance with the magnetic system positioning. 

The insert shows a zoomed in section of the indicated region. (E) 

Immunofluorescence staining of MSCs and macrophage infiltration 

in the lesion site. Macrophages were stained for the CD68 marker. 

Scale bar – 50 µm. 
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